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A wide variety of excited states can be quenched by electron 
donors;3 usually the quenching event involves one-electron transfer 
yielding a radical pair.4 In many systems net twc-or-more-electron 
redox processes are required to produce "permanent" products; 
thus the radicals formed initially must undergo subsequent re
actions such as coupling, disproportionation, or hydrogen ab
straction which are typically bimoleuclar.5 Recent studies have 
shown that quenching of several excited substrates by tertiary 
amines such as trialkylamines, reduced nicotinamides, and acridans 
can produce radical pairs via a sequence of electron transfer-proton 
transfer which occurs on the picosecond time scale.6"9 In these 
cases it is generally assumed that, except for coupling, further 
reduction of the acceptor occurs primarily by disproportionation 
of the "semireduced" radical.4,1<u' However, for a number of 
these reductants (:DH), the radical product from the electron 
transfer-proton loss (-D) is strongly reducing such that further 
reduction of either a ground-state acceptor or reducible radical 
is possible.8'12 These reductants can thus function as potential 
two-electron donors, and it would appear possible that with suitable 
electron acceptors as reducible substrates net two-electron transfer 
can occur within a substrate-quencher pair. 

In the present paper we report an investigation of the photo-
reduction of thioindigo (TI) by the aforementioned tertiary amines 
to form the two-electron reduction product /euco-thioindigo 
(TIH2), which offers a clear example of this type of reaction. A 
study by ESR and laser flash photolysis techniques shows that 
at least two reaction paths operate in the remarkably clean con
version of the photogenerated radical pair, [TIH-, -DH], to 
products including a second reduction within the pair, which 
accounts for the major fraction of the net reduction. Analysis 
of this reaction suggests that such reactions should occur fairly 
generally in processes that involve stepwise electron- and pro-
tron-transfer reactions but that amount to a photochemical hydride 
transfer. 

Photolysis (546 nm) of degassed solutions of TI with tertiary 
amines, 7V-benzyl-4,4-dihydronicotrinamide (BNAH) and N-
methylacridan leads to bleaching of the visible absorption band 
at 540 nm concurrent with the development of a solvent-dependent 
absorbance at 390-435 nm. Isosbestic points are maintained 
throughout the irradiation (see Figure 1). Upon admission of 
air to the photolyzed solutions, quantitative regeneration of the 
visible absorbance spectrum characteristic of TI occurs. Mass 
spectral analysis shows that the photoproduct has a molecular 
weight of 298 g/mol. These results are consistent with the hy-
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Figure 1. Changes in UV-vis spectrum with photolysis of 5 x 10"5M 
TI/0.05 M TEA in benzene at X >500 nm. (1-4) Increasing irradiation 
times. 

Scheme I 
1TI* • TEA [ TIH-, CH3CHNEt2 ] 
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pothesis that photoreduction of TI by electron donors occurs 
leading to net two-electron reduction and formation of TIH2 (eq 
1); air oxidation of TIH2 regenerates TI. Limiting quantum yields 
are in the range 0.03-0.5.13 

hv, rtd 

Electrochemical studies by Bard et al.14 indicate that TI un
dergoes two reversible one-electron reductions in aprotic solvents; 
in the presence of proton donors an irreversible two-electron 
reduction occurs at a potential of -0.4 V (potentials vs. SCE). 
We have confirmed that this reduction is concurrent with for
mation of TIH2. It can be deduced from these experiments that 
TIH- is readily reduced with a half-wave potential > -0.4 V. 

Fluorescence quenching of TI by tertiary amines15'16 and BNAH 
occurs at the diffusion-controlled rate; Ksv for quenching of TI 
by triethylamine (TEA) is 110 ± 3 M"1 in benzene. Quantum 
yields for TI disappearance as a function of [TEA] have been 
measured for photolysis at 546 nm in degassed benzene; a linear 
double-reciprocal plot has an intercept/slope ratio of 94 ± 10 M"1. 
Reasonable agreement with Ksv obtained by fluorescence 
quenching implies that the photoreduction occurs as a result of 
quenching of 1TI*. This result is in accord with experiments which 
show that only donors with low oxidation potentials [E0x < 0.5 
V) quench 3TI*.15 (The electron donors used in our experiments 
have E0x > 0.5 V.)17'18 

Laser flash photolysis has been carried out to monitor the 
dynamics of the photoreduction on the nanosecond-microsecond 
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Figure 2. Transient absorbance monitored at 390 (upper trace) and 460 
nm (lower trace) for 5 X 10"5M TI/1.0 M TEA in benzene, 532-nm laser 
excitation. 

time scale.19 Time-resolved difference spectra resulting from 
532-nm laser excitation of degassed solutions of TI with 1.0 M 
TEA in benzene show immediately after the laser pulse (10-20 
ns) a broad absorbance that extends from 360 to 500 nm. After 
500 ns the difference spectrum evolves to a more resolved ab
sorbance centered at 390 nm extending to 450 nm. This spectrum 
persists out to the maximum time delays obtainable (50-100 ixs); 
notable is the fact that this spectrum is similar to that of TIH2 

(see Figure 1). Time evolution of the absorbance at 390 and 460 
nm is shown in Figure 2. At 460 nm a transient absorbance is 
noted; the transient decays to 20% of the initial value with a 
first-order rate constant k = 3.6 X 106 s"1 (T = 280 ns) and 
remains constant out to long times. At 390 nm an initial step is 
noted with the laser pulse followed by a grow in concurrent with 
the above decay. We attribute the 460-nm transient to the species 
TIH- as first a radical pair [TIH-, -D] and subsequently the free 
radical. The 390-nm absorbance appears due to both TIH- and 
TIH2, but primarily to the latter at long times. 

The laser flash experiments suggest that two pathways exist 
for formation of TIH2 from the radical pair formed via pho-

toinduced electron transfer-proton transfer. These paths are 
outlined in Scheme I. The residual absorbance at 460 nm can 
be attributed to free radicals, TIH-, that form TIH2 via dispro-
portionation. The presence of this path is supported by ESR 
studies which confirm the generation of a single radical with a 
hyperfine spectrum attributable to TIH-.21'22 However the bulk 
of the product formed in benzene is generated too rapidly to occur 
via this second-order process. The relatively rapid reaction of TIH-
from the radical pair that competes with free radical formation 
is evidently a second electron transfer occuring within the radical 
pair (hence first order with k = 3 X 106 s~'), as outlined in Scheme 
I. This path provides a two-electron reduction or net hydride 
transfer from the tertiary amine to TI before the radicals diffuse 
apart.22 

While the present reaction is noteworthy in that it involves a 
single photon initiated net two electron transfer, it should be 
anticipated to be possible or even general for a variety of ap
propriately matched donors and acceptors where an intervening 
proton transfer can occur. The long lifetime for the radical pair 
in the present case (or relatively slow rate for the second electron 
transfer) suggests that the pair should be a triplet and that in-
tersystem crossing has occurred subsequent to or concurrent with 
the electron-transfer quenching.23 It is reasonable to anticipate 
that the lifetime of the radical pair and relative importance of 
the paths in Scheme I should vary with solvent polarity and 
viscosity. We are currently examining this for the above and a 
number of related reactions. 
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(21) Solutions of TI with tertiary amines, hydroquinone, and phenol during 
photolysis show a single ESR signal (5 line, ̂ 0 = 2.0040 ± 0.0001, a, = 15.40 
± 0.01 G) attributed to TIH. 

(22) Studies suggest that CH3CNEt2 has sufficient potential to reduce TI 
and TIH-.12 

(23) Further experiments (e.g., CIDNP) to provide evidence that the 
radical pair is indeed a triplet are planned. Alternatively, the stability of TIH-
may account for the radical pair lifetime. 
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The hydroxylation of an aromatic ring, i.e., ArH —• ArOH, 
is an important process in chemistry and biology.2 We report 
here two novel examples of this reaction, each occurring in a 
coordination complex in which the aryl group is part of an arylazo 
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